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Ingredients 
For peppermint coffee
Brewed coffee ........................250 ml

Sweetened cocoa powder ........2 tbsp

Peppermint extract ....................½ tsp

Sugar ..........................................2 tsp

Skimmed milk ..........................60 ml

For Thai iced coffee
Coffee powder ............................4 tsp

Sugar ........................................4 tbsp

Cream........................................4 tbsp

Cardamom ..................................2 tsp

Almond flavouring......................1 tsp

Crushed ice ......................as required 

Method
For peppermint coffee
n Put all the dry ingredients in a mug

and pour in hot coffee.

n Stir continuously to dissolve the

sugar and cocoa powder.

n Add peppermint extract, milk and

stir to mix everything properly.

For Thai Iced coffee
n Add cardamom to coffee and pour

hot water to brew it. Add sugar and

almond flavouring. Mix well and let

it cool to lukewarm.

n Fill half a glass with crushed ice.

Pour coffee to fill 2/3rd of the glass. 

n Add the cream slowly to the coffee

to achieve a layered look. 

Coffee duo

Words Verse

Kushal Kapoor, AIS MV, IX

“A
nd students, I want these assignments on my

desk tomorrow,” announced Ravi’s sombre Math

teacher as the bell rang. Packing his bag, Ravi

jostled along with others to leave for the day. How on earth

was he to complete the tedious Algebra homework his teacher

had given? With History tuitions and Football classes already

lined up for the evening, was there even time left for supper,

let alone homework. 

As soon as he was done with lunch, he sat down to work on the

task at hand. Lost in the complex world of equations and

calculations, Ravi lost track of time. He did not pay heed to

any sort of accuracy and went on solving sums one after the

other. Finally when he finished his homework, he looked up

only to find out that daylight had vanished and the silence of

the night had taken over. “That wasn’t quick,” he thought and

was suddenly reminded of his parents who hadn’t even

bothered him for supper. Curious, Ravi came out of his room

to an empty house. No one was to be seen, no voice heard. He

then stepped outside his house. There was a strange stillness in

the air. And suddenly, from the dark sky, came a stream of

blinding white light that soon appeared to have taken over the

entire city. “It couldn’t be a UFO,” Ravi thought. In a jiffy, he

was inside a strange structure with lights beaming all over it.

“Hi Ravi of Earth. Do not be afraid. We come for peace," said

a half robot, half human creature. “Why have you abducted

me? Where are you from?” cried Ravi. “We are from a world

far away, my friend. It is called Psyfision. I am Cerebion. We

saw your future. After a decade, you would be the leader of

your planet and a strategic universal partner for us. But you

have this bad habit of taking things lightly. You did not care to

do your homework right. How will you become a leader if you

are to fail the sixth grade with a wrong assignment? Here, take

this,” said the creature. “This one has all the correct answers.” 

“Ravi, Ravi! Get up,” whispered his bench mate Sahil. Ravi

got up shocked. He was sleeping in the very first period, the

Math class, while others were submitting their homework. He

was relieved that it was a dream and submitted his homework.

“Ravi, come here!” called his teacher. “Where is your

assignment, and what are these symbols in your notebook?”

“Oh no! It wasn’t a dream,” thought Ravi. He looked at his

notebook with bewilderment. And then, he decided to give his

younger brother a good nag for using his old copies to try out

his amazing art skills.G  T

Storywala “It couldn’t be a UFO,” Ravi thought. In a
jiffy, he was inside a strange structure

with lights beaming all over it.

Ishani Ghoshal, AIS MV, XII

Green queen Flocking together The notorious streak
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It is believed that ancient
Greeks found relief from
stress by chewing a gum.

An outwardly experience

The rainbow
cake

Soumya Goel, AIS PV, X

Sitting in a corner

With a book in my hand

Remembering all your promises

Fragile as sand

Well I guess you forgot me

And trust me I tried

But that’s the main thing

Because of which I almost cried

Our friendship was a mistake

And I don’t know what I did

To deserve this heartbreak

I know you’ll never come back

But now that’s okay

Because I am over you

Alone with myself and my conscience

Having a rainbow cake.

Crossroads
of life

Muskaan Mahajan 

AIS Noida, IX

Life is an unsaid story

Hurtling towards myriad trajectories

The way we live it

Is defined by our fate

We are the potters

Life is like the mud

The way we mould it 

The way it stands

Life decides its own path

The world and me holding hands 

Risks are the obstacles 

In the path to success 

Life is an unsaid story

For every person has his own way 

But the way we spend it

Is defined by our fate.

G  T

G  T

Reading your favourite GT can fetch
you a prize too. Complete all the boxes
below. Click a picture and send it to
editor@theglobaltimes.in or submit it to
your GT Teacher Coordinator. 3 lucky
winners will win a prize every week!

Name:..........................................Class:....................School:...............................

Q: Which sportsperson are
we bidding farewell to?

Ans: 

Q: Name any one hybrid
sport.

Ans: 

Q: What is the name of AIS
PV’s annual theatre compe-
tition?

Ans: 

Q: On which page is Coffee
Duo mentioned?

Ans: 

Q: Dr Girish Sahni is the
director of which
organisation? 

Ans: 

Q: Name any two career
options popular during
elections.

Ans: 

Q: What did the Junior Star
win?
Ans: 

Q: Who visited Akbar’s
court? 

Ans: 

Q: This edition carries which
part of Prerna Series? 

Ans: 

Read Play and Win

Imaging: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network 

Results of Read Play and Win-2: Sia Chandna, V A, AIS V-1; Aishani Agarwal, VI

C, AIS Vas 6 & Priyanshi Agarwal, V H, AIS Noida (Prizes will reach in 15 days)


